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Abstract-Two algorithms are proposed for computing the maximum degree of a principal minor 
of specified order of a skew-symmetric rational function matrix. The algorithms are developed in the 
framework of valuated A-matroid of Dress and Wenzel, and are valid also for valuated A-matroids 
in general. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A(z) = (Aij(z)) b e an n x n skew-symmetric matrix with Ai? = -Aji(x) being a rational 
function in x with coefficients from a field K, and denote by 62k the highest degree of a principal 
minor of order 2k of A(z). That is, 
&k = max{6(1) 1 /II = 2k) (1) 
with 
6(;) = degdet A[I, I], (2) 
where A[I, I] denotes the principal submatrix of A with row- and column-set I, and the degree of 
a rational function f(z) = p(z)/q(z) (with p(s), q(x) E K[z]) is defined by deg f = degp - degq. 
We assume det A[0,0] = 1 and 6(0) = 0. 
The present paper develops two algorithms for computing 6Zk by exploiting the combinatorial 
properties of the function 6(I). To be specific, we work in the framework of “valuated A-matroid” 
introduced by Dress and Wenzel [1,2] to derive three theorems; the first and the third (Theorems 1 
and 3) revealing the structure of the maximizers I of 6(I), and the second (Theorem 2) stating the 
concavity of 62k as a function of k. Then we develop two different algorithms for computing 62k 
that are valid for valuated A-matroids in general. The present results are the generalizations of 
those obtained in [3] for valuated bimatroids. See [1,4-71 for the recent developments of greedy- 
type algorithms for valuated (A-) matroids and related structures and [8,9] for an extension of 
the matroid intersection algorithm to valuated matroids. 
2. THEOREMS 
Let V be a finite set and 6 be a map such that 6 : 2” + R U {-m}. Put 
.F = {I c v 1 S(I) # -cm}. 
*This work was done at Research Institute of Discrete Mathematics, University of Bonn. 




The pair (V, 6) is called a valuated A-matroid [1,2] if 3 # 0, and 
VI, J E 3, V’i E IAJ, 3j E (IAJ) - {i} : S(I) + S(J) 5 6(IAiAj) + 6(JAiAj), (Vi) 
where IAJ = (I - J) U (J-I) and IAiAj = lA{i}A{j}, etc. The function S(I) = deg det A[I, I] 
introduced in (2) is an example of such function [2]. 
The family 3 of (3) defined by a valuated A-matroid satisfies 
VI, J E 3, Vi E IAJ, 3j E (IAJ) - {i} : IA{i,j} E 3, JA{i, j} E 3. 
This shows that (V, 3) is an even A-matroid (cf. [lO,ll]). We introduce notations: 
(Fi) 
3k = (1 E 3 1 111 = k}, 
6k = mm {6(I) 1 1 E &}, b’tk = (1 E 3k 1 6(I) = Sk}, 
X = min{]I] I I E 3}, P = m=44 II E 31, 
A = {k I X 5 k 5 p, lc E X(mod 2)}, 
where Sk = -oo if 3k = 8. We have 6k # -00, Mk # 0 for k E A by the following well-known 
fact (the proof of which is included here for readers’ convenience). 
LEMMA 1. For an even A-matroid (V, 3), we have 3k # 8 if and only if k E A. 
PROOF. Take k and 1 such that k + 2 < I, 3k # 8 and 31 # 8. We will show 3k+z # 8. Let 
I E 3k, J E 3l. Since IJI > III, there is i E J-I. By (Fl), we have 3j E (IAJ) - {i} such 
that 1 E IA{i,j} E 3. If j E J - I, we have ]i] = k + 2 and f E 3k+s. Otherwise we have 
]I] = (I] = k, I J - I”/ = I J - II - 1. By applying this argument repeatedly, we will find a member 
of 3k+z or end up with I’ E 3k such that I’ C J. In the latter case, take i E J-I’ and apply (Fl) 
toseeSjE(J-I’)-{(‘} z such that i E I’ + {i, j} E 3. Then we have ]j] = k + 2. I 
we now look at the families Mk of the maximizers of 6 in 3k. 
THEOREM 1. For any Ik E Mk with k E A, there exist Il E Ml (1 E A - {k}) such that 
Ix c . . . c Ik_2 c I;, c Ik+2 c ’ ’ ’ c Ip. 
PROOF. We show the existence of such Ik_2. Then Ik+z can be shown to exist in a similar 
manner, and the other 1~ (with ]I 1 kl 2 4) are by induction. 
Let I_ E Mk-2. If I- C Ik, we are done. Otherwise, take i E Ik - I- and apply (Vl) to 
obtain either 
or 
3j E Ik - I- : 64 + 6k 5 6 (I- + {i,j}) + 6 (Ik - {i,j}) 
3jEI--Ik:6k_2+6k~b(I_-j+i)+~(lk-i+j). 
In the first case, the right-hand side is bounded by 6k + Sk-2 and hence I- + {i, j} E Mk 
and Ik - {i, j} E Mk_2; then we can take I&2 = Ik - {i, j}. In the second case, the right-hand 
side is bounded by 6k-2 + 6k, and therefore I- - j + i E Mk-2 and Ik - i + j E Mk. Putting 
f_ = I_ - j + i, we have f_ E Mk_2 and ]i_ - L] = ]I_ - Ik] - 1. 
Applying the above argument repeatedly, we will arrive at the first case since ]I_ - Ik ( decreases 
while the second case applies. I 
THEOREM 2. 
6k-2 + Sk+2 2 26k, IcEA-{X,p}. (4) 
PROOF. Take Ik-2 E Mk-2, &+2 E J&+2 with Ik_2 c &+2, and i E Ik+z - I&2. From (Vl), 
it follows that 
3j E Ik+2 - Ik-2 : 6k-2 + bk+2 5 b (1k-2 + {i, j}) + 6 (Ik+2 - {i, j}) , 
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The right-hand side is bounded by 26k since Ik-2 + {i, j} E 3k and Ik+z - {i, j} E 3k; thus (4) is 
established. I 
The following fact is fundamental, where 
6 max = mk=6k, M = {I E 3 ) 6(I) = I$,,,}. 
LEMMA 2. (V,M) is an even A-matroid. 
PROOF. If I, J E M, we have IAiAj E M and JAiAj E M in (Vl). 
For a E R, we put 
I 





and 6k is concave (Theorem 2), we see that 1 maximizes 6=(I) if and only if I E &fk for some k 
with k_(o) 5 k 5 k+(a). The latter half’of the following theorem should be compared with the 
statement [12] that the maximum-sized (respectively, minimum-sized) feasible sets of a A-matroid 
form the basis family of a matroid. 
THEOREM 3. For each CY E R, (V, UkIpl’C,, Mk) is an even A-matroid. In particular, (V, Mk) is 
a matroid (with Mk being the basis family) if k = A, or k = p, or 6k-2 -I- C&+2 < 26k with k E 
A- 1x7 PL). 
PROOF. (V,P) is a valuated A-matroid, satisfying (Vl). The first statement follows from 
Lemma 2. For the second statement, it suffices to note that for such k, we can choose an cy 
with k_(a) = k = k+(cr) and that a A-matroid with equicardinal feasible sets is a matroid. 1 
3. ALGORITHMS 
Theorem 1 suggests incremental (or greedy) algorithms for computing 6k for k E A. The first 
algorithm applies to the “normal” case where 8 E 3, i.e., X = 0. 
ALGORITHM 10. (Assumption: 0 E 3) 
II-J := 0; 
fork:=2,4,...(,p)do 
Find {i, j} C V - Ik-2 (i # j) that maximizes 6(Ik-2 U {i, j}) 
and put Ik := I&2 U {i, j} and 6k := b(&). 
It should be clear how to terminate the for-loop to determine p. In the general case, we cannot 
start with the empty set, and it is customary to assume that a member I” E 3 is known. Then 
we can compute I’ E 3 that globally maximizes 6(I) among I E 3 by the greedy algorithm of [l] 
(or by the method explained in Remark 1 below). 
ALGORITHM I. (Assumption: I” E 3 is known) 
Starting with I” compute I* E 3 such that r5(I*) = ~5~~~; 
k’ := lI*l; 
for k := k* + 2, k* + 4,. . . (, p) do 
Find {i, j} C V - Ik-2 (i # j) that maximizes b(&-2 U {i, j}) 
and put Ik := I,+2 u {i,j} and 6k := 6&); 
for k := k’ - 2, k’ - 4,. . . (, A) do 
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Find {i,j} C Ik+2 (i # j) that maximizes 6(&+2 - {i,j}) 
and put Ik := Ik+z - {i,j} and Sk := c?(I~). 
These algorithms involve 0( lV13) evaluations of 6 to compute the whole set of 6k (k E A). 
REMARK 1. Algorithm 1,~ can be used to compute 6,,, as follows. (This method seems different 
from that of [l].) Let i(I) be defined by i(I) = s(IAP). Then (V,8) is another valuated 
A-matroid which is “normal” (i.e., such that 0 E 3 (with the obvious notation F)) and that 
&flax = &l,X. Then applying Algorithm I,-, to (V, 8) , we can find p E p such that b(p) = b,,, = 
b max. This means that I* = PAI’ maximizes S. I 
The second algorithm is based on Theorem 2 and assumes that an algorithm is available that 
maximizes S(I), such as the greedy algorithm of [I] or the one described in Remark 1. The 
concavity of 6k implies that for Q satisfying 
Sk - Sk-2 > Q > 6k+2 - bk 
2 -- 2’ 
the maximum oi 61 - crl over 1 E A is attained by I = k. From this and (8), it follows that 
&=kcX+maX{6”(1)jIEF}. (10) 
It should be noted here that (V, 6”) is again a valuated A-matroid and hence maxyE P(I) can 
be computed efficiently. 
We can find k+(a) and k_(a) of (6) and (7) by maximizing (respectively, minimizing) 111 
among the maximizers of P(I) by means of a slightly modified version of the unconstrained 
maximization algorithm. 
The following algorithm computes X, ~1, and 61, (k E A) by searching for appropriate values 
of a. It requires 0(lV13) evaluations of S. 
ALGORITHM II. 
Let Q be sufficiently large (CX > 0, IaI: large); 
Maximize Sa to find X = k+(a) = k-(a) and 6~; 
Let (Y be sufficiently small (a < 0, la(: large); 
Maximize P to find /J = k+(a) = k_(a) and 6P; 
if p - X 2 4 then search(X, cl). 
Here the procedure “search(kl, kz)” is defined when kl + 4 5 kz as follows. 
procedure search( ICI, k2) 
a := (bkz - fik,)/(h - h); 
Maximize ~5~ to find k+ = k+(a), k_ = k_(a), S+ = bk+ and 6_. = bk_ ; 
for k := k_ + 2, k- + 4,. . . , k+ - 2 do 
6k := ((k - k-)6+ + (k+ - k)&)/(k+ - k_); 
if ICI + 4 5 k- then search(kl, k_); 
if k+ + 4 5 kz then search(k+, kz). 
REMARK 2. The above algorithms, when applied to S of (2), yield algorithms for computing 
the maximum degree of a principal minor of specified order of a skew-symmetric rational func- 
tion matrix. In this case, S(I) can be evaluated either by interpolation or by combinatorial 
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